
 

Jackson Kelly’s Partnership with Piedmont Elementary 
 Jackson Kelly (JK) has been the CASE Corporate Partner for Piedmont for more than 25 years. The firm donated 
money and resources to Piedmont, provided backpacks full of supplies for kids who needed them, gave scholarships 
to children who couldn’t afford field trips, and participated in the schools “Read Aloud” program.  However, we 
knew that there was still more the firm could do. 

In 2007, Tom McJunkin, a partner at JK and long time-advocate of education, attended a Local School  
Improvement Council meeting to ask what else Jackson Kelly could do to support Piedmont. The response was  
simple: more adults spending one-on-one time with students to show them that their community cares about their 
success. 

Tom was inspired and encouraged the firm to take our existing partnership to a new level by implementing an  
innovative new program that would allow attorneys and staff from the firm to mentor students at  
Piedmont.  He  believed that the key to a student’s success was focusing on “elevating abilities and aspirations” 
through a relationship with a caring adult.  Tom realized that JK (and all businesses) had the “human capital” to 
support, inspire and “elevate” students.   

How has the program impacted your business?  Company morale has increased- knowing the positive impact you 
are having on a child is mutually beneficial to the Elevator and the student. 

What is your favorite thing about the Education Elevators program? Seeing the smiling faces.  Students light up 
when they see their Elevator- that truly brings joy. 

What has surprised you the most during your EE partnership experience? The creativity and innovation of Ele-
vators  - and their dedication to their students. 

Erin Stankewicz 

Jackson Kelly, Partner 

A Little Time Goes a Long Way 

For 3 straight years, I mentored the same student in the Elevator Program: Zavian.  I 
mentored Zavian weekly for grades 3 through 5 up until his graduation from  
Piedmont.  While attending his graduation ceremony I learned that we Elevators can be 
more impactful to our students than I originally thought.  My time with Zavian wasn’t 
anything remarkable.  Some days we worked on reading, some days we played games, 
and some days we just caught up on life.  Mostly, I tried to be a friend who could offer 
guidance and encouragement.   

After Zavian’s graduation, we had a conversation about leaving Piedmont and the many 
teachers and friends he had made over the years.  I asked him what he would miss most 
about Piedmont.  Zavian responded by stating that he would miss me the most.  This 
surprised me.  Out of all of his teachers and all of his friends that would be attending 
other middles schools, he would miss his time with me in the Elevator Program the 
most.  I didn’t expect this answer, but I think it’s just one example of the positive impact 
that this program can have on students.  While you may not always know it, your weekly 
time with your student can make a large impact on their life.  

- Matt Tyree, Elevator and Board Chair

“The EE program is a valuable asset for students, staff  and families. 
Elevators make a difference—one student at a time.” 

-Beth Sturgill, Piedmont Elementary Principal




